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ABSTRACT
User identity is a critical part to secure the legitimate access of
authentication to protect his personal sensitive information. In
recent years, computational intelligence (CI) plays a significant
role to innovate various authentication approaches to enhance
this identity management. In this comprehensive survey paper,
various computational identity verification techniques are
discussed and how these techniques provide enhanced security
in different levels are highlighted. Moreover, an empirical
comparison of various authentication techniques is illustrated
in this paper to reflect the overall current research directions in
the areas of computational intelligence in the user identity
management system.
Keywords: Cyber identity, Authentication factor, Continuous
and Dynamic Authentication, Adaptive Authentication,
biometrics.

1. INTRODUCTION
Authentication is a critical part of ensuring the identity of a
legitimate user. During authentication, an individual’s
credential is validated with a specific computational technique
to determine the association of the user with his/her claimed
identity. A person’s identity consists of several information in
different layers. In physical identity, a person’s real-world
name works as the key information to verify. In addition, his
friends and neighbors also serve as a form of shared identity,
where his interests and society membership are considered as
abstracted identity [1]. In the cyber domain, the digital identity
consists of the username of that person to use any particular
application or service. His connections will serve as a shared
identity while his stated interest and online behavior serve as
abstracted identity. These various layers of identity in cyber
domain show the immense need for additional information
about a user to identify correctly.
With the growth of online-based applications and services, it is
required to verify the user’s credentials digitally and allow
users to access resources upon verification. In addition, the
digital identity of a particular user should be interconnected so
that various entities can communicate easily among them to
identify the same user. Lastly, digital identity is required to be
flexible to adapt to the nature of the online transaction and
incorporate additional information of the user to prepare the
rich profile of a legitimate user. All these characteristics reveal
that a user’s digital identity requires a good number of
information to be processed in a strategic manner to provide
access to any sensitive information.

These systems capture various information (what you know,
what you have, who you are, where you are, etc.) to create
robust user credentials to allow legitimate access to digital
resources. Password-based authentication is the most common
and most vulnerable approach to identify users as of today.
Some CI approaches are introduced to provide some
complementary approaches to password-based authentication
system for the secure and robust authentication process.
Biometrics is widely used technique as an authentication factor.
Various physiological and behavioral biometrics can be
combined to create a user identity profile to verify users in
various system settings. With the advent of smartphones and
tablets, various sensors also play as passive authentication
factors to identify a user in a given context. Researchers
innovate ensemble methods based on CI to combine multiple
authentication factors with building a robust and scalable user
identity system.
In this survey paper, various authentication factors are
illustrated and how their verification processes work to identify
legitimate
users.
Continuous
authentication,
active
authentication, and risk-based authentication are the emerging
trends today that incorporate various machine learning
techniques to assist in user identity management. The rest of
the paper is designed in the following way. Section 2 discusses
password-based systems and some complementary approaches
to passwords. Section 3 highlights various continuous and
active authentication systems that use extensive CI approaches
to identify genuine users. Section 4 illustrates CI-based
adaptive authentication techniques to identify users sensing the
surrounding environments. Section 5 mentions the overall
summary including future emerging trends of the user identity
management system.

2. PASSWORD-BASED USER IDENTITY
MANAGEMENT
Passwords are the most common and extensively used form of
the authentication process. However, this is one of the most
compromised authentication factors in the areas of user identity
management. In 2018, 64% of breaches are related to identity
theft where primary reason for this theft is password breaches1.
To prevent various password-based attacks, a good number of
hashing algorithms has been used. Most widely used hashing
algorithms are SHA-1, SHA-2, SHA-3 along with random salt
techniques [3-5]. These one-way hashing algorithms and salt
provide additional layers of security against dictionary-based
attacks or random table attacks. Bcrypt [6] is a popular
password hashing algorithm that uses adaptive function over
time to remain resilient to brute-force search attacks even with

To verify users’ credentials in a robust way, a good number of
research works have been done to build various CI systems.
1
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increasing computational resources. Argon2 and PBKDF2 are
also considered as a safe choice for hashing.
Graphical passwords are fallen under non-textual based
passwords to reduce password fatigue of users. This user
verification approach is proven useful for mobile devices where
users can touch to authenticate themselves rather than typing
long passwords. There are two categories of graphical
passwords, namely recognition based and recall-based
approaches. Some CI-based techniques are used to harden the
graphical passwords. For example, Man et al. [7] proposed a
shoulder-surfing resistant algorithm where a user selects
several pictures as pass-objects. Each pass-object has many
variants and each variant is assigned a unique code. Using CI
approaches the authentication engine can quickly create several
decoy images to challenge the user at any given time.
“Passface” is another technique that give users a grid of images
where they choose four images of human faces as their future
password [8]. Various face analysis algorithms are designed to
generate random faces from a diverse background and thereby
making the authentication process less predictable by the
attackers. More details of various graphical password-based
approaches will be found in [9, 10]. There are some
complementary approaches to passwords are existed in the
literature that uses extensive CI approaches to design a robust
authentication approach. The details of these approaches are
described in the next subsections.
Negative Password-based Approach
One of the innovative approaches to mitigate password
guessing attacks and side-channel attacks is known as a
negative authentication approach [11, 12, 54]. In this approach,
a negative password region is created from the positive
password points and it is placed in the first layer of the
password-based system. Both deterministic and nondeterministic mathematical models are developed to build a
robust non-password region that complements the positive
password space. To bring obfuscation to the attackers, some of
non-password regions are not covered in the first layer. Hence,
compromising the first layer (through guessing attack or sidechannel attacks) will not disclose any sensitive information
about the positive password space. In addition, due to
computational power, the negative password space can quickly
be generated and replaced in the first layer in a regular interval
by network administration. This will eventually prohibit any
types of password-based offline attacks. Another approach of
non-password-based approach is to use an encrypted negative
password to provide a secure authentication [13]. In this
approach, the hashed password is passed through a prefix
algorithm with permutation to create a negative database, and
then the negative database is encrypted using a symmetric
algorithm. These steps can successfully prevent lookup table
attack and rainbow table attack. These computational
approaches are designed to harden the password authentication
process and strengthen the overall security of the user identity
management.
Honeywords, Cracking-resistant password vaults, Bloom
filter
Honeywords [14] is a popular complementary password-based
approach, where multiple user credentials are stored for a
single user. One of the credentials is genuine, and others are
fake credentials. This approach can successfully detect any
intrusion of the password database if any attacker uses fake
credentials to login to a system. A computational algorithm is
used to design look-alike decoy credentials per user in a given
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system. Honeyword based approach can prevent guessable
passwords and block any illegitimate request.
Cracking-resistant password vaults are another CI-based
complementary approach which is based on a secure encoding
system [15, 16]. In general, password vaults are as vulnerable
as regular password as it can be decrypted using a master
password. Natural language encoders (NLE) [15] is a
framework that permits the construction of password vaults in a
different way such that if it is decrypted using a wrong master
password, it will produce plausible looking decoy passwords.
This approach uses Markov chain concept to represent the
password strings.
Bloom filter [17] is another approach that uses a probabilistic
data structure to determine whether an element belongs to a set
or not. This approach can easily be adapted in password-based
authentication scheme [18]. It uses a good number of hash
functions and an access request is authenticated by these hash
functions. This approach is computationally efficient compared
to other complementary approaches and no false negative
scenarios. A brief comparison among password complementary
approaches is illustrated in Table 1.
Table 1: Comparison of various complementary passwordbased approaches.
Characteristics
Approach

Space

Password
Mapping

Deterministic
NAS Model
Implements
Negative
selection
algorithm
Twodimension
grid space
One cell

Bloom
Filter
Filter for
Positive
authenticat
ion
m length
string

Honeywords

n bit
positions
for n
hashes
n checks
for n hash
functions

Not
Applicable

No. of checks
per access
request

One check

Information
Utilization
Hash Function
used

Low

Low

One

n hash
functions

Complexity of
Authentication

O (n)

O(1)

False Positive
Rate
False Negative
Rate

Relatively
Higher
No False
Negative

Relatively
Lower
No False
Negative

Extra false
credentials

n times false
credentials

Alarm raised
if
“Honeyword”
is used
Not
Applicable
Depends on
the
implementatio
n
Not
Applicable
Not
Applicable
Chance of
False
Negative
exists

3. CI-BASED CONTINUOUS AUTHENTICATION AND
ACTIVE AUTHENTICATION APPROACHES
Multi-factor-based authentication is one of the best ways to
validate a user’s identity against fraud. With the increase of
smart devices and mobile applications, it is always extremely
difficult to keep user data secure in various operating
environments. Hence, continuous verification of a user’s
identity is the optimal solution to provide seamless access to
sensitive information. Active authentication [19] is another
term used that facilitates user authentication using passwords,
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biometrics, how a user behaves and surrounding contexts. One
critical difference between a one-time authentication process is
that it continuously captures users’ data and calculates the user
score. If the score is above the threshold value, it will continue
as before. Otherwise, it prompts the user to verify his/her
identity again. Depending on which authentication factors are
measured to capture user data, various computational
techniques are proposed to authenticate users in a real-time
scenario. Most commonly, they are categorized as uni-modal
and multi-model authentication approaches. A summary of the
continuous authentication-based approaches is mentioned
below.

are considered together to increase the overall accuracy of the
system.

Unimodal continuous authentication

Phone movement and motion patterns
Smartphone’s accelerometer sensor provides a good biometric
of moving patterns of a user. Some of the significant features of
moving patterns are—spectral energy, histogram, dynamic time
warping distance, peak magnitude to RMS ratio, median
frequency, the correlation between a pair of the signal, etc.
These rich set of features are trained in various machine
learning techniques (Logistic regression, neural network, SVM,
random forest, etc.) to build a robust authentication approach
[37]. A neural network-based approach [38] is also used to tune
the temporal features to identify 1500 users in active biometric
authentication. These approaches have average EER (Equal
Error Rate) of 5.36% with 2.7% of standard deviation.

Keystroke Dynamics
Keystroke dynamics is a widely used non-intrusive
authentication metric. This trait is sometimes referred to as
typing behavior. In mobile devices accelerometer, gyroscope
and orientation sensors are used to capture a rich set of
keystroke dynamics of a legitimate user. The standard sets of
features are digraph latency; keystroke time, duration, pressure
or force; keystroke interval; keystroke latency; digraph,
duration time, and trigraph [20]. Text-independent keystroke
features [21-24] are mostly used approach for continuous
authentication in mobile devices. Each of these works collects a
good keystroke dataset to run their proposed approaches. An
approach that uses a virtual keyboard-based system [22] collect
features from 315 mobile users. As keystroke captures a good
number of features, feature subset selection is applied to select
an optimized set of features [25, 26] to run various Machine
learning algorithms.
Web browsing behavior
Due to an increase in smartphone usage, web browsing [27-30]
has become an integral part of users and can be considered as a
user identification factor. In general, a set of global and internal
session features from a website are captured. Day-of-week and
day-of-time distributions [27] are part of global session
features. In the case of internal session features, pauses,
burstiness, the time between revisits, and genres are
considered. However, one drawback of this approach is the
FAR (false acceptance rate), and FRR (false rejection rate) are
varied significantly for a given user in various sessions. Hence,
web browsing is sometimes used in conjunction with GPS
location, application usage and stylometry [29]. In a research
work mentioned in [28], n-gram models are used to capture
user interactions with web-based software. These applications
show that computational intelligence-based models are widely
adopted to build a model for user authentication purposes.
Cognitive and Screen Fingerprint
Humans use language differently to express their views and
hence, language fingerprint can be considered as a unique
feature to each individual. In general, cognitive and linguistic
features are collected from the keyboard and it is sometimes
called stylometric features [30-32]. The accuracy using
cognitive fingerprint-based approaches is 55.30% using 500
characters as input while accuracy increases to 63.98%
considering 1000 characters [32]. Screen fingerprint [33-34]
basically captures the cognitive abilities, motor limitations,
subjective preferences, and work patterns of an individual.
Both these fingerprints perform in a similar accuracy. To
design a robust system, mouse movement, typing and scrolling
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Face Recognition
Face recognition is widely used as a biometric approach and
using a smartphone’s front camera it is possible to use it as an
authentication factor. Body localization [35] with face
recognition provides a good computational model to have
better accuracy to identify users. Another approach [36] uses
ambient lighting conditions to detect partially cropped and
occluded faces and develop a computational model to identify
smartphone users. This model is tested with 50 users.

Multi-modal continuous authentication
Hand Movement, Orientation and Grasp (HMOG)
HMOG is considered as a new biometric trait that captures
subtle micro-movement and orientation dynamics of legitimate
users. In total it captures 96 features [39]. This CI-based
technique performs 6.92% EER values while walking but
10.2% EER values while sitting. As smartphone users use the
device while moving, this biometric is a good candidate to
authenticate users on the go.
Keystroke and Mouse Movement, Application Usage, and
System Footprint
BehavioSec [40-41] captures keystroke, mouse, application
usage and system footprints to provide a robust form of the
user verification process. It then developed a computational
trust model to measure the trust value of the user’s system at a
given time. The trust value lies between 0 and 100. The system
is started with a trust value of 100 and adaptively calculates the
trust value of the system in real-time. In their proposed user
study, it is found that using keystroke dynamics, correct users
are not falsely rejected, and incorrect users are recognized after
38 interactions (between 20 and 25 keystrokes). Hence, multimodal based CI models perform quicker than that of uni-modal
based approaches.
Stylometry, Application Usage, Web Browsing, and GPS
Location
In this type of multi-modal based system, data is collected from
200 participants for more than a 5-month period [42]. The
features that are collected include typed texts, visited apps,
navigated websites, location reported using GPS and Wi-Fi.
Out of all these four authentication modalities, classifier fusion
approach has been applied to achieve EER of 1% after 30
minutes. This multi-modal shows that using a hybrid ensemble
classifier can increase the overall authentication performance to
a significant level.
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Gestures, Keystroke, Touch, and Body Movements
In this approach, an experiment is conducted with 74
participants for typing, 47 participants for swiping, and 11
participants for body movements [44]. To use the best set of
features from these modalities, a fusion-based computational
framework is designed that integrates different modalities in a
context-aware fashion. It is found from the user study that body
movements achieve the lowest FAR (3.2%) and FRR (3.2%)
values. Another work uses smartphone accelerometer sensorbased context ware [45] authentication to actively verify
mobile users.
Face detection, touch, and location
Face detection modality can be combined with touch and
location data to provide a scalable active authentication
mechanism. In [46], authors collected data over various age
groups and different sessions over a period to generate a large
dataset. This dataset lists a rich set of modality-specific
information for every user which can be used in other research
experiments.
Smartphone-based Multi-sensor Authentication
Smartphone sensors always capture information about a mobile
user and can easily be integrated to verify user credentials in
the background. It is found that the smartphone-based system
using multiple sensors can create a user profile in 10 seconds
and then detect an imposter in 20 seconds using the
computational model [47]. Hence, real-time recognition of a
human is possible with only smartphone embedded sensors
[48].
Self-authenticable Wearable devices
Wearable devices now communicate among themselves and
hence, to share information, it is an urgent need to verify their
identities using mutual authentication approaches [49, 50].
Various surrounding factors along with device ID are used to
provide a multi-layer authentication process. Recent Internet of
Things (IoT) devices also require such authentication
mechanism to verify user identity in a continuous manner.
4. CI-BASED ADAPTIVE MULTIFACTOR
AUTHENTICATION TECHNIQUES
Adaptive Multi-factor authentication system (A-MFA) [51-53]
is a novel concept that adopts computational intelligence
techniques to validate users' sensing connecting devices,
operating medium and surrounding conditions. This approach
provides dynamicity in the multifactor authentication process.
In general, many multifactor products use a fixed set of
authentication factors to verify users. However, ideally, not all
authentication factors are suitable in every environment setting.
Hence, an adaptive selection strategy will be the best option to
dynamically select the authentication factors. The authors in
their proposed research presented a mathematical model to
calculate the pair-wise trustworthy model for various
combinations of devices and mediums. They incorporate the
error rates to distinguish trustworthy values among various
authentication factors. Then a multi-objective optimization
model has been designed to choose the best set of
authentication factors which has higher trustworthy values with
a lesser number of authentication factors. In addition, the
proposed computational model considers previously selected
authentication factors so that there is no repetition of those
factors. This innovative concept can prevent any attack that
tries to record previous attempts and guess the next
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authentication attempts. This A-MFA is tested with a set of 50
users each trying to authenticate for five times. Moreover, to
test the FAR of the framework, the proposed system is tested
with 1000 invalid request to see how many will pass through
the authentication process. The results are shown in Table 2
and Table 3.
Table 2:THE SUCCESSFUL ATTEMPTS FOR VALID
USER DATA IN DIFFERENT SURROUNDING
CONDITIONS FOR TWO FACTOR AND THREE
FACTOR BASED ADAPTIVE MFA SYSTEM.
Surrounding
TwoThree-Factor
conditions
Factor of
of A-MFA
A-MFA
Light and Noise
94%
93%
are in the range
Light is in range
92%
90%
Noise is in range
None are in the
range

90%
86%

88%
84%

Table 3: THE SUCCESSFUL ATTEMPTS FOR INVALID
USER DATA IN DIFFERENT SURROUNDING
CONDITIONS FOR TWO FACTOR AND THREE
FACTOR BASED ADAPTIVE MFA SYSTEM.
Surrounding
conditions

Two-Factor
of A-MFA

Three-Factor of
A-MFA

Light and Noise are
in the range

0%

0%

Light is in range

0.5%

0%

Noise is in range

0.45%

0%

None are in range

3%

0%

From Table 2, it is noteworthy that the A-MFA approach works
better when surrounding conditions are in favor, which is
intuitive as surrounding conditions restrict the number of
usable authentication factors. Table 3 shows that the A-MFA
performs significantly better against illegitimate access
requests in various surrounding conditions. This result shows
how the proposed computational model outperforms in
blocking invalid authentication requests.
A good number of MFA products also adopt the adaptive
authentication concept and they vary their selection by user
preference or system settings. In the majority of these
solutions, a computation model is developed to choose the best
set of authentication factors to authenticate users in real time.
A multi-level authentication mechanism is also another way of
authenticating legitimate users with the help of contextual
information and user experience [55]. Authors in [55] provide
decision tree-based authentication approaches that keep balance
between user satisfaction (related to Quality of Experience
(QoE)) and obtained level of security (related to Quality of
Protection (QoP)). The proposed approach is tested with the
PIN, password and biometric-based authentication approaches
in various environments (places), several device categories,
different time periods and various service applications.
CI-based MFA solution is also used in vehicular integration as
a large number of sensors are used in modern vehicles which
can accurately identify the actual driver or owner of the vehicle
[56]. The proposed approach integrates the password, PIN with
biometrics-based sensors that are used in modern vehicles
(speech recognition for voice commands, face detection,
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fingerprint, etc.). Then based on their FAR and FRR values, an
efficient Bayes estimator is designed to get the accept or reject
decision. Such MFA based solution can easily be extended to
verify passengers in any commercial airport. More forwardlooking MFA solution can utilize the heart and brain [57, 58] of
humans (in forms of ECG and EEG) to provide unique
identification samples.

[9]

5. CONCLUSIONS

[12]

This survey paper provides an overview of current state-of-theart CI-based techniques to facilitate user authentication as part
of user identity management. Due to computational
advancements in information processing and storage, user
authentication process now checks the user’s credentials
against millions of existing credentials and provides a score
that quantifies the authentication decision for a user.
Computational Intelligence comes with a diverse set of
techniques to combine various user information and provide a
rich set of user credentials to authentication various services
simultaneously. Due to recent trends of cyber-attacks and
identity thefts, these CI techniques provide appropriate
safeguards to verify users’ credentials more precisely in a wide
range of platforms (desktop-based, cloud-based, mobile-based
solutions). It is anticipated that CI-based approaches will
enhance the seamless experience of user identity management
for autonomous entities, internet of things (IoT) devices. In
addition, CI techniques are also adopted to authenticate over a
GSM system using CL-PKC and providing a location-based
service for road networks [59, 60]. Hence, computation
intelligence-based methods will significantly benefit the
contemporary emerging authentication technologies in coming
years.
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